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Abstract — Sentimental analysis is an important current research improving area. The sentiment found within 

comments, critiques or feedback which provide useful indicators form any different purposes. These sentiments can be 

categorized either into three categories: positive, negative and neutral or an n -point scale, e.g. good, very good, 

satisfactory, bad, very bad. In this respect, a sentimental analysis task can be interpreted as a classified task where each 

type shows a  sentiments . Sentiment analysis provides organizations with a means to estimate the increase of product 

acceptance and determine the strategies to improve product quality. It also facilitates politicians, policy makers to 

analyze social sentiments with respect to policies, public services or political issues. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Our world has changed drastically in the last 10 years. A 

person's opinions are no longer shared only with his or her 

immediate family and friends, but instead have capability of 

influencing the decisions of thousands or millions of people 

the individual has never even met. The Internet has given 

the  platform to broadcast grievances and recommendations 

that can reach across the world to an individual. And the 

existence of public networks gives these opinions the 

potential to snowball into a viral frenzy that can make your 

organization's products or services a worldwide boon or a 

whole catastrophe in just a matter of days. The savvy 

marketer checks and evaluates related web content 

continuously to understand consumer sentiment toward 

products or services from his organization – and toward his 

competitors. This attention to Web content allows the 

company to respond immediately to customer point of view 

.The volume of references related to your company’s 

products or services makes automating this task necessary. 

resources such as blogs, product reviews, forums and news 

articles can all be monitored, scored for relevance against 

your topics of interest, and then summarized according to 

sentiment. 

 

A.   BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

Sentiment analysis is an automatic method that gives 

feedback to you regarding the opinions and attitudes of your 

customers. The analysis is based on customers’ electronic 

written commentaries regarding your products and services 

and those of your competitors. The feedback can be 

provided at a very high level with drill-down so that you can 

explore how opinions differ within groups, subgroups and 

even at the individual level.  

More precisely, sentiment analysis is the process of 

classifying or rating the opinions or sentiment expressed in 

a document. The rating may assign the sentiment into one of 

three categories: positive, negative or neutral; or it may, 

instead, assign a numeric score. The rating that is assigned 

is termed polarity. The sentiment may be assessed for the 

entire document or for particular objects or attributes 

mentioned in the document. 

Table I(A): Notations used in dual sentiment analysis 

Notations Description 

P The original sample 

~q  The reversed sample 

q ϵ {0,1} The class label of the original sample 

q = 1-q The class label of the reversed sample 

D = {(pi,qi)}N
i=1

  

The original training set 

~D= {(~pi,~qi)}
N

i=1 The reversed training set 

Wt   Weights of features in a linear model 

J(wt) Log-likelihood function 

x(.|p) Prediction for the original sample 

x(.|~p) Prediction for the reversed sample 

x(.|x,~x)  Dual prediction based on a pair of 

samples  
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II. PROBLEM DEFINATION 

 

Sentiment analysis is relevant in almost every context that 

your customers or potential customers represents themselves 

in written form and possibly spoken form – via different 

communication channels. These comments may not have 

been intended for direct consumption by your company. 

They may have been posted in website forums, tweets, blogs 

or other Web pages and directed toward your potential 

customers. On the other hand, some content may have been 

intentionally directed at your company through e-mail, a 

company support website, a survey questionnaire, a call 

centre desk, etc.  

 

Automated sentiment analysis is an important to implement 

when you are in undated with relevant, useful feedback 

through these channels. For many companies, it is 

impossible for individuals to monitor and understand all that 

is communicated in these sources due to their sheer volume. 

The information comes too quickly and from too many 

channels. Sentiment analysis provides you with an 

immediate interpretation, not just of every individual 

comment but also of the global opinions expressed. 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Sentiment analysis can be done at three levels namely 

Document level, Sentence level, Entity and aspect level. 

Level of document expresses the positive or negative 

opinion of a single entity in the document as global. In 

sentence level each sentence in the document is analyzed to 

determine the positive, negative or neutral opinion [2]. An 

aspect-based opinion polling system takes as input a set of 

textual reviews and some predefined aspects, and rectifies 

the polarity of each aspect from each review to generate an 

opinion poll [2]. It is based on the idea. feedback consists of 

a sentiment and targeted object on which opinion has been 

expressed. For instance, in a product review sentence, it 

determines product properties that have been commended 

on by the reviewer and determines whether the comments 

are positive and negative. For example, in the sentence, The 

battery life of  mobile is too short, the focus is on battery 

life of the mobile object and the opinion is negative. Many 

real life applications require this level of complete analysis 

because in order to make product improved one needs to 

know what components and features of the product are liked 

and not liked by consumers. Such information is not 

discovered by sentiment and subjectivity classification [2].  

The sentiment is expressed and can be direct opinions or 

Comparative opinion on entities. Comparisons are related 

but are also quite different from direct review. For example, 

a typical direct opinion sentence is the camera quality of 

mobile X is greater, while a particular comparative sentence 

is the camera quality of mobile X is better than  camera 

quality of mobile Y. We can see that as compared to the use 

of different language constructs from direct opinions. A 

comparison typically represents a comparative review on 

two or more entities with regard to their shared attributes, 

e.g. camera quality.  

 

A comparative opinion consists of six tuples of the form: 

(E1, E2, A, PE, h1, t), where E1 and E2 are the entity sets 

are compared based on their shared aspects A ,PE({E1, E2}) 

is the referred entity set of the opinion holder h1, and t is the 

time when the comparative opinion is expressed[2]. A 

comparative sentence expresses a relation based on 

similarities or differences of one or more than one entity. 

There are several types of comparisons. They can be 

grouped into two main types - hierarchical and non 

hierarchical. 

 

The Types of hierarchical are  

1) non equal hierarchical that express a total ordering of 

some attributes with related to their shared features.  

2) Equal to express that whether two objects are equal or not 

with respect to some features.  

3) Best ranks one object over all others. non hierarchical do 

not externally grade the sentences which compare features 

of two or more objects[2].  

 

The suggestion can be external or internal within the 

document,  it is easier to detect an external opinion. 
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IV. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

A.    DATA MINING APPROACH 

 

A data mining approach to sentiment analysis translates an 

unstructured text problem into structured and quantitative 

data to represent the text numerically, and then applies 

traditional data mining techniques to this numeric 

representation. In the end, a target variable is identified and a 

pattern is discovered from the training data for predicting 

sentiment polarity. This pattern can then be used to predict 

new observations.  

The first step for  creating the numeric representation is to 

convert the entire training collection into a document by term 

frequency matrix. Each document is parsed into individual 

terms, or term/part-of-speech pairs. Then the set of all terms 

becomes the variables on the data set so that documents are 

now represented as vectors of length equal to the number of 

distinct terms in the collection. These vectors are very sparse, 

containing mostly zeroes – because any one document 

contains a very small percentage of the terms in the 

collection. Once the documents are represented as vectors, 

the frequencies in each cell can be weighted with a function 

that takes into account the distribution of the term across the 

collection and relative to the levels of the target variable. 

After these document vectors are formed, a dimension 

reduction technique – such as the singular value 

decomposition is typically used to represent each document 

in a reduced-dimensional space of may be 50 to 100 

identifiers, where each identifiers is a linear combination of 

the weighted terms that originally represented each 

document. 

Finally, these reduced dimensional vectors, together with the 

sentiment variable, can be supplied to a predictive model. 

The model will attempt to learn from the training data by 

utilizing patterns in the reduced-dimensional vector. This 

predictive model will then create a function that will predict 

the sentiment for any document. 

Benefits of the data mining approach: The data mining 

approach is appealing because it is based on learning 

patterns that are useful for creating automated, efficient 

predictions.The algorithms has capability of discovering 

unimagined and complicated patterns that would be beyond 

the human anticipation. Frequently, a data mining concept 

can beat a rule-based approach in topic classification. 

A.   Drawback of The Data Mining Approach 

The vector-based representation of a document, which is 

required for data mining techniques, does not contain the 

information that is potentially important to sentiment 

classification. For example, the vector representation does 

not capture when terms are close to one another in the 

document, if one term precedes another or any other 

contextual cues. Consider the eg.  Night for a great movie 

and Great night for a movie 

These two phrases convey two distinct meanings yet, in a 

vector representation, the phrases have an identical 

representation. Most predictive models provides little 

response to the user as to precisely why a particular 

document was classified as having positive or negative 

polarity. So when you attempt to understand what positive 

things people said in a particular document, you frequently 

have to read the entire document to discover the answer.  

As a final drawback, forming the training and validation is an 

essential component of learning a predictive model, but it can 

be very challenging and time consuming. A rating needs to 

be provided for every document, and if there are attributes of 

documents that wish to use measure sentiment, It is necessary 

to provide a rating for each of these as well. 

 

B.   Natural Language Processing 

It is a field of AI (artificial intelligence) that deals with 

automatically extract the meaning from natural language text. 

As discussed in the introduction of this paper, it’s very 

challenging to get machines to understand text at the same 

levels as persons. Doing this with the specific goal of 

extracting sentiment is more challenging task. For example, 

“with that out of the way, let me say this film is bad. This 

film is really, really bad. Yet somehow, it is strangely 

enjoyable”. If interpreted by a person, then above text would 

imply a positive sentiment from the author toward the movie. 

However, it can be very challenging to get the same output 

from a computer because of the presence of dense which has 
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strongly negative words. The rule-based NLP approach use 

certain objects and syntactic patterns in the text to understand 

its meaning. Sentiment Analysis provides all the tools needed 

for this kind of disambiguation. we can use a combination of 

different languages, dictionaries, lingual constructs like parts 

of speech, and noun phrases along with a range of operators. 

Benefits of the NLP Approach. The major advantage of rule-

based methods is the amount of control they give rule 

developers over how the analysis will be performed. 

Developers can use their knowledge of the domain and the 

language within it to develop rules that have high precision.  

Unlike statistical analysis, the results of rule-based analysis 

are easily interpretable. This is very important for real-life 

applications where the analysts need to know exactly why a 

document or an attribute within a document was tagged as 

positive or negative. In other words, analysts need to know 

exactly what sentences, keywords or context within the 

document triggered the positive or negative sentiment. Figure 

7 shows an example of this. Rule-based methods are 

completely unsupervised; that is, they do not require any 

training data. This is a big advantage in real-life applications 

where training data is scarce. The non-availability of training 

data is more pronounced when it comes to granular sentiment 

analysis (sentiment derived at the objects and attributes 

level). 

a.   Benefits of the NLP Approach 

The major advantage of rule-based methods is the amount of 

control they give to rule developers over how the analysis 

will be performed. Developers can use their knowledge of 

the domain and the language within it to develop rules that 

have high precision.  

Unlike statistical analysis, the results of rule-based analysis 

are easily interpretable. This is very necessary for real life 

applications where the analysts need to know exactly why 

an attribute within a document was tagged as positive or 

negative. In other words, analysts need to know exactly 

what sentences, keywords or context within the document 

triggered the positive or negative sentiment. Figure 7 shows 

an example of this. 

Rule-based methods are completely unsupervised; that is, 

they do not require any training data. This is a major 

advantage in real-life applications where training data is 

At least two reviews are required for every paper submitted. 

For conference-related papers, the decision to accept or 

reject a paper is made by the conference editors and 

publications committee; the recommendations of the 

referees are advisory only. Undecipherable English is a 

valid reason for rejection. Authors of rejected papers may 

revise and resubmit them to the TRANSACTIONS as regular 

papers, whereupon they will be reviewed by two new 

referees. The non-availability of training data is more 

pronounced when it comes to granular sentiment analysis. 

b.  Drawback of the NLP approach 

The disadvantage of rule-based methods is that they require 

a lot of human involvement in developing the rules. These 

methods completely rely on the domain knowledge of rule 

developers. It might take a few weeks to come up with a 

strong rule-based model for a new domain. However, once 

you have a strong rule-based model for a domain, you can 

reuse that model with some minor modifications for 

different applications within the domain.  

The importance of valid data is often underestimated while 

developing these models. The rules being written must be 

generic enough so that they are capable of handling all 

possible cases. Non experienced rule developers tend to 

over-fit their rules to the sample data they are working with. 

Such rules might not work well when tested on different 

data sets. So, rule developers must make sure they validate 

the rules on different data sets before considering a model 

ready to deploy. 

 

C.   BAG-OF-WORDS (BOW) 

BOW is now the most popular way to model text in 

statistical machine learning approaches in sentiment 

analysis. However, the performance of bag of words 

sometimes remains limited due to some fundamental 

deficiencies in handling the  more complex polarity shift 

patterns such as transitional, subjunctive and sentiment-

inconsistent sentences in creating reversed reviews[4]. 
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V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

A. STEPS IN SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 

i. Fetch comments provided by the user for 

processing. 

ii. Using dictionary approaches to determine the 

product, user is speaking about. 

iii. Create dictionaries for weak and strong sentiment 

related patterns. 

iv. Apply strong negative sentiment patterns to the 

input in relative to the product. 

v. If not found try searching for weak negative 

patterns. 

vi. Search for positive sentiment patterns in the 

comments with relative to the product. 

vii. If positive sentiment pattern is found make sure 

that it does not have negative pattern preceding it. 

If found just flip the polarity of the sentiment to 

negative 

 

B.    HOW THE REVIEW IS CALCULATED ? 

Let us consider following eg. 

Original review: Sorry, the speakers don’t attach well, and 

the quality of these stands is not what I’m used to with a 

bose system. 

 Reversed review: Pleasantly, the speakers attach well, and 

the quality of these stands is what I’m used to with a bose 

system. 

 

Fig B : The Process of Sentiment Analysis. 

C.   HOW DO WE ANALYZE SENTIMENTS? 

The sentiments can be categorized either into three 

categories: positive, negative and neutral or into an n-point 

scale, ie. good ,Very good, satisfactory, bad, very bad, 

average etc.  

Intensifiers to gain more accurate sentiment calculation 

(Increment/decrement the scores further) 

Use negation trigger to flip the polarity of the senti1ment. 

(positive become negative and vice versa). 

Logistic regression is a popular and widely-used statistical 

model for the binary classification problem. Logistic 

regression uses the logistic function to predict the 

probability of a feature vector x belonging to the positive 

class: 

X(q = 1|p) = h(p) =     1    

      

   (1) 

                            1+ewtT
p 

where wt is the weight of features remaining to be learnt. 

In standard logistic regression, the cost function is known as 

the log-likelihood of the training data: 

J(wt)  

         =  (2) 

By contrast a combination of the original and reversed 

training set is used for training. Therefore, the cost function 

contains two component parts: Dual training in na€ıve 

Bayes and  SVMs could be conducted with the same manner 

as in logistic regression. The former uses a combined 

likelihood for training parameters, and the latter optimizes a 

combined hinge loss function. 

J(wt) =   +  

  =  + log x(~qi|~pi)

         (3) 

  = 

 + 

 ~qi log h(~pi) + (1- (~qi)) log (1- ~pi)). 

In polarity reversion, the class label of the training sample is 

reversed to its opposite. Therefore we have ~qi = 1-qi By 
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using this property, we can further get the following cost 

function: 

J(wt) =   

              (1- qi)) [log  h(~pi)+qi log (1-h(~pi))] 

   (4) 

 

 

Fig C: Block Diagram of Sentiment Analysis 

 

D.  PURPOSE OF SENTIMENTS 

An important application of text analytics is to 

automatically categorize the sentiment of documents in a 

variety of domains, whether it is positive, negative or 

neither. In this project we explore the benefits of combining 

domain-specific linguistic rules with data mining methods 

to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the your 

model. 

 

E.   FEATURES OF SENTIMENTS 

 Analyze user reviews on different products in 

market. 

 Helps any Organization for improving their 

products. 

 Analyze thousands of feedbacks and provide 

generalized opinion for the product. 

 It also facilitates policy makers or politicians to 

Analyse public sentiments with respect to public 

services, political issues or policies 

VI. REAULT REVIEWS 

 

Consider following example: 

 Apple iPhone 4 is not made me happy at all 

Here we need to flip the polarity, as positive pattern is 

preceded by negative one. 

 Samsung Y is indeed a smart phone. 

Here the term ‘Smart’ indicates that the sentiment is 

positive for Samsung Ace. 

 

Table VI(a):An Example of Creating Reversed Training 

Reviews 

 

 Review Text  Class  

Original review  I don’t like this book. 

It is boring. 

Negative  

Reversed review I like this book. It is 

interesting. 

Positive  

 

 

TABLE VI(b):The BOW representations of the original 

and the reversed reviews in TABLE 5.1(a) 

 

Vocabulary The Original Review    The Reversed Review

  

Book 1 1 

Bring 1 0 

I 1 0 

interesting  0 1 

Is 1 1 

It 1 1 

Like 1 1 

This 1 1 

……..   

Class label    

 Negative (-)            Positive(+) 
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VII.  CONCLUSION 

 

On real-life applications, to provide a completely automated 

solution is nowhere in sight. However, it is possible to devise 

effective semi automated solutions. The key is to fully 

understand the whole range of issues and pitfalls, cleverly 

manage them, and determine what portions can be done 

automatically and what portions need human assistance. In 

the continuum between the fully manual solution and fully 

automated solution, we can push more and more toward 

automation. Till today, the existing system manually analyze 

the sentiments. By using this system, the analyzing of 

sentiments will be done automatically.  
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